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There may not be a neon light at the end of this tunnel. Blake Shelton’s on-set 

romance with Gwen Stefani has hit a sour note with his other Voice costar, 

Christina Aguilera, who feels like the country crooner is lobbying to get her fired! 

“Blake’s not being subtle about campaigning for Gwen to stay on at Christina’s 

expense. It’s made things very tense on set,” dishes an NBC insider. Once upon a 

time, it was Christina who was the object of Blake’s flirtatious nature, but now her 

work crush has more than lost interest: He’s become her enemy! “Blake’s gone on 

this power trip by trying to control the way the show runs and everyone’s getting 

annoyed,” says the source. “Christina thinks he and Gwen are ganging up on her 

and playing dirty. She feels totally stabbed in the back.” ★
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LeAnn Rimes can’t stop gushing about 

pricey presents from her husband, Eddie 

Cibrian — too bad she’s the one actually 

paying for them. On Christmas Eve, the 

singer posted an Instagram photo of a 

ring allegedly from Eddie, but was left 

red-faced when the jeweler commented 

that it was LeAnn who bought and 

designed the bauble and that Eddie had 

nothing to do with it. 

“That post was such a desperate 

attempt to flaunt her lavish love life, 

and it backfired,” said a source, noting 

that this isn’t the first time she’s tried to 

paint eternally unemployed Eddie as a 

Daddy Warbucks. 

In August she falsely claimed that 

Eddie bought her a Celine bag when it was 

actually purchased by her assistant (with 

LeAnn’s own money), and last year LeAnn 

boasted online that Eddie built her a 

chalkboard only to have a follower point 

out that the board was for sale at the 

resort LeAnn and Eddie had just visited.

“Every time to she tries to fantasize 

about her marriage, someone on her page 

will expose her lies,” adds the insider. “It’s 

becoming an embarrassing pattern.” ★
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